Historians of medicine might think there was little for them in this book after reading, in the author\'s initial case-study of the remarkable Æthelflæd of Mercia (d. 918), that "We do not know ... how she died or what kind of medical treatment she may have had". But interesting ideas about the body appear as one reads on, for instance that the mind was "understood as part of the body" and not of "the *sawl* or *gast*, which leaves the body at death", so that death, and the activities which follow it, could be experienced by the individual as the illness that preceded it was. Unfortunately the sources do not specify when this non-soul consciousness ceased (burial? judgement?), but this is one of a group of ideas which emerges strongly from this study, making a close and inevitable connection between illness and death. A "good death" was one in which the dying person, having lived out their allotted span, was able not only to receive the sacraments, but to say farewell to the grieving friends and relations around the bed. Thus the sickbed turned almost imperceptibly into the deathbed, as part of an ordered series of events, and, as Thompson points out, even the grave could be called "bed" (*legere*).

Because of this intimate connection between illness and death, Thompson has a good deal to say about the former in her examination of the latter. In doing so, she subjects the Old English medical texts to an examination rather different from that they usually get from scholars specializing in medicine. For instance, she draws attention to parallel Anglo-Saxon ideas about external causal agents of illness (flying venom, elfshot), decomposition (worms), and eternal punishment (serpents, demons). As she says in one of her chapter-headings, the body was "under siege in life and death". This understanding is a useful counterweight to M L Cameron\'s emphasis on the "rational" and (sub-)classical in Anglo-Saxon medicine, which led him to overestimate the degree to which humoral theory was current and understood in early medieval England (*Anglo-Saxon medicine*, 1993). Nevertheless, as Thompson points out, the medical texts themselves have little to say about death, no doubt at least partly because of their need to claim success for their prescriptions ("he will be well at once" etc.).

The "medical" texts that do concern themselves with death are the prognostics (notably the sphere of Apuleius, but including several others), but these are rarely found in medical manuscripts. They tend rather to travel with texts on the calculation of Easter, with which they share an interest in knowledge of the future. These obviously belong to an ecclesiastical, as well as a learned, milieu, whereas Old English medicine arguably occupied a different part of society. Thompson shows that the Anglo-Saxon church drew very little on medical thinking, either local or sub-classical, in developing its ideas about the flesh, despite the fact that its writers could elaborate an extended metaphor of the confessor as physician of the soul. The influence was rather in the opposite direction, with snatches of liturgy and quasi-liturgy occurring frequently in medical charms. Interestingly, however, the association of sin with leprosy seems not to have been current yet in England.

Thus Thompson\'s book turns out to contain a great deal of interest to the historian of medicine. It is also well written and illustrated, and therefore recommended to anyone interested in Anglo-Saxon medicine, not as a distant echo of the classical tradition, or a forerunner of later medieval developments, but as part of a distinctive culture with a complex set of ideas about life, death and the body.
